Regulation of thrombin formation by activated protein C: effect of the factor V Leiden mutation.
Activated Protein C (APC) resistance, one of the most common genetic risk factors for venous thrombosis, is caused by a single base mutation (G1691-->A) in the factor V (FV) gene resulting in the replacement of Arg506 by Gln at a predominant cleavage site for APC. Great progress in understanding the mechanism of downregulation of FVa activity via the protein C pathway has been achieved by studying APC-mediated inactivation of FVa purified from homozygous APC-resistant individuals. This review briefly summarizes the role of FVa in prothrombin activation and the structure-function relationship of FV and FVa. Subsequently, APC-dependent inactivation of FVa and FVa Leiden and its modulation by protein S and factor Xa in model systems containing purified proteins is discussed. FV also has a function in increasing the inactivation of FVIII/VIIIa by APC. This cofactor activity appears diminished in FV Leiden. Thus, an intricate mechanism of regulation of thrombin formation via the protein C pathway is starting to emerge. Extensive studies in plasma milieu will be needed to gain more insight into the relation between the presence of FV Leiden and impaired downregulation of thrombin formation in APC-resistant individuals.